The purpose of this paper is to review several recent generalizations of a classic theorem of E. Steinitz, to show how they are related, and to prove an extension of the Bonnice-Klee theorem which both generalizes and unifies these results. Theorem B. // A ER" and wGintj conv A then wGintd conv B for some subset BEA with card Fornax («4-1, 2d ).
The purpose of this paper is to review several recent generalizations of a classic theorem of E. Steinitz, to show how they are related, and to prove an extension of the Bonnice-Klee theorem which both generalizes and unifies these results. The theorem of Steinitz [ó] is Theorem A. If A ER" and wGint conv A, then wGint conv B for some subset BEA with card B ^2n.
Generalizations
of this theorem have either tried to characterize when an upper bound of 2«, 2« -1, etc. for card B is necessarily assumed (see [4] , [5] ), have added further conditions on the set A in order to obtain better bounds on card B (see [l] - [4] ), or have asked for the bounds on card B if we demand only wEixiU conv B where O^d^n.
(Definition: wGint<¡ X if there is a ¿-simplex contained in X with w in its relative interior.) The following two results are of the latter two types and are due respectively to Bonnice-Klee [l] and I ves [3] .
Theorem B. // A ER" and wGintj conv A then wGintd conv B for some subset BEA with card Fornax («4-1, 2d).
Theorem C. // A ER" and wGint conv A, let B be a subset of A of least cardinality such that wGint conv B and let k be the dimension of the highest dimensional simplex with vertices in A and having w in its relative interior. Then n + 14-\n/k\ ^ card B á 2» -k + 1.
( {x} will always denote the largest integer strictly less than x.)
The extension we shall prove is Since the proof of Theorem D depends upon Theorem C, we will give an independent proof of that result. The upper bound on card B in Theorem C was established independently in [2] . The proof of the lower bound on card 73 in Theorem C as reported by Ives [3] was based on an induction on k. The proof below of the lower bound is straightforward and is an easy consequence of the following useful result in the theory of positive bases [4, Theorem 2.6, p. 11]. Also see [5] . = max(2¿ -k + 1, min(2/fe + 2, n + 2)).
Finally, we note that Theorem 2.9 of [l] also gives upper bounds on card 73 under the hypothesis of Theorem D of this paper but example (2) above and Theorem D show that the conclusion as stated there is incorrect and should read "For e + l^d^n there is aYdEX such that pos F¿ is a linear subspace of dimension ^d and card F<¡ 2d-e + í<2d or card Fd^w+2."
